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Honda Replacement Parts That Fit the 2005 Honda Accord Hybrid

The Accord has a powerful, 255-hp, 3.0-liter, i-VTECÂ® V-6 engine with Integrated Motor
Assist (IMAÂ�) , dual-zone hybrid automatic climate control system, leather-trimmed interior,
heated front seats and a driver's seat with 8-way power adjustment.

(PRWEB) May 6, 2005 -- After a long wait, now comes a hybrid car that delivers more power and less gas, the
2005 omatic climate control system, leather-trimmed interior, heated front seats and a driver's seat with 8-way
power adjustment. Honda Accord Hybrid makes it in the right time when there is a worldwide clamor for fuel
efficiency and clean air.

The Honda Accord again made it to the prestigious 2005 "10 Best" list award of Car and Driver Magazine for
suitability, intended purpose and the ability to satisfy discriminating drivers. In January 2005, Autobytel has
also awarded the Accord with the "2004 Consumer Choice Award" for being the most requested by Autobytel's
online automobile shoppers during the year. According to Autobytel's Web site, "Few other vehicles have
captured the combination of practicality, fun, value and affordability as successfully as the Accord."

The Accord has a powerful, 255-hp, 3.0-liter, i-VTECÂ® V-6 engine with Integrated Motor Assist (IMAÂ�) ,
dual-zone hybrid aut

Its exterior has exclusive black chrome front grille. From the rear, the unique tailgate design and new XMÂ®
antenna are both attractive and functional, while the exclusive lightweight alloy wheel design provide sporty
look to this visually captivating, four-door sedan. An exclusive rear spoiler and aerodynamic 16-inch alloy
wheels give you the sporty look you need for a car built on performance.

A look at the Accord's interior treats you to leather seats; automatic climate control system, remote entry
system and an 8-way power driver's seat. It is also equipped with Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System
with VoiceRecognition as an option.

Safety features include a standard anti-lock braking system (ABS), standard dual-stage, dual-threshold front
airbags (SRS) as well as front side and side curtain airbags. To aid in stability, there is a Traction Control
System (TCS), too. But the biggest difference with the Accord Hybrid is the Instant Mobility System (IMS),
which acts in place of a spare tire to reduce weight and improve gas mileage. The system includes a compressed
sealant and air compressor to help easily repair and re-inflate a damaged tire.

Partstrain like Honda has been, through the years, synonymous with integrity and dependability serving clients
with the highest-quality Honda auto replacement parts. Top caliber Honda product lines and first class service
define Partstrain. Its certified secure online store http://www.partstrain.com/ShopByVehicle/HONDAhas first
rate Honda body parts with greatly reduced prices. Durable and highly reliable Honda parts with excellent
customer service await you. Contact its knowledgeable and friendly customer service representatives if you
need any help with your Honda auto parts order. All its genuine quality Honda fuel tank, spoiler, radiator,
electrical parts, engine parts, hood, hubcaps, condenser, bumper, catalytic converter, exhaust, fender, grille to
name a few are available to you in great discounts and wholesale deals.
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Contact Information
Jenny Mclane
Auto Parts Train
310-469-1220

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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